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“I have always believed that the exhibitionis the
best way to establish strong business links. In
this age of digital technology and lack of ‘live
communication’, exhibitions present a unique opportunity to meet future partners face to face, to
see innovations for the first time, for small companies to present themselves on an equal footing
with big ones, and much more.”

Exhibitions are
opportunities
AZERI OBSERVER EDITORIAL STAFF

The well-known assertion that who is not at the exhibition is not on the market is becoming more and
more relevant. Exhibitions provide an opportunity
to establish international collaboration, increase
the flow of investment and at the same time are a
great opportunity to maintain relationships with
your partners and target audience. Despite the development of the internet, adverts and other opportunities, exhibitions remain an irreplaceable marketing tool. The popularity of exhibitions is growing
in Baku: 90,000 exhibitors and visitors take part in
exhibitions and conferences each year. This development has happened over the past 20 years. We
asked Farid Mammadov, Director of Iteca Caspian,
a pioneering company in the exhibition services
market in Azerbaijan, about what has enabled such
growth and what to expect from the exhibition business in the near future.
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Q.: Iteca Caspian has been organising exhibitions in Azerbaijan for over 15 years. Tell us, where
did you start and what changes have occurred in this
time?
A.: Believe it or not, when we started our
exhibition business in Azerbaijan with ITEG
roup, the leading exhibition organiser in developing markets, many years ago, we had just a
small group of enthusiasts who really believed
in the cause. We believed that the exhibition
business in Azerbaijan had potential to develop
dramatically, and we were right. Of course, at
the beginning, it was hard - there was no infrastructure. Companies still had poor perceptions on why they needed to exhibit.
International exhibitors know nothing about
Azerbaijan and were vary weary of exhibiting.
But much has changed. Now we have over 20
annual exhibitions, we have stream lined infrastructure and a professional space at the disposal of exhibitors –Baku Expo Center, which
has been built tohigh international standards.
Local companies take their participation very

seriously and think about all the stand’s details, and international companies make up
more than 60% of the total number of exhibitors.
At the start, we set ourselves an objective
to turn each of our exhibitions in to the main
event of their particular industry in the Caspian
region. Exhibitions such as BakuBuild, Caspian
Oil and Gas, the BakuTel telecommunications exhibition, the AITF tourism exhibition and a series
of other exhibitions are now well established
and renowned within and outside the country.
Overall, 2,349 exhibiting companies from 64
countries took part and over 55,000 visitors attended the 2014 exhibitions, organised by Iteca
Caspian in Azerbaijan. These numbers cannot
but please us. I would particularly like to mention the support from the Government received
ever since we began, the Government has paid
particular attention to the development of the
exhibition industry in Azerbaijan. We also work
closely with departmental government bodies,
which cooperate with the exhibitions and occa-

Overall, 2,349 exhibiting companies from 64 countries took part and over 55,000 visitors attended
the 2014 exhibitions, organised by Iteca Caspian in Azerbaijan.
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Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev and his spouse Mehriban Aliyeva tour the 13th
Azerbaijan International Travel and Tourism Fair AITF-2014 in April 4.

sionally initiate new exhibitions and conferences.
I therefore think that the exhibition business,
along with the country’s general economy is dynamically developing and there are promising
prospects for turning Baku into an exhibition
hub for the region.
Q.: In what way does organising exhibitions affect the development of the country? Could it be said
that exhibitions and conferences are a necessary part
of a developed economic system?
A.: The leading exhibitions have a significant effect on the development of industries
and the economy of the whole region, making
a contribution to the economy of the country.
Business events such as exhibitions are the
most effective tool for finding new clients and
markets and increasing the geography of
sales for exhibiting companies. The exhibitions
stimulate competition and create additional
jobs. The organisation of the exhibition brings
profit to a whole range of companies providing various services as well as the organisers
MAY-JUNE 2015

themselves. These include stand construction
companies, transportation companies, advertising agencies, companies that provide
specificstaff and many others. Another significant source of income for the country’s economy is visitors’ spending on accommodation,
food, transport and entertainment during the
exhibitions.
I would also like to mention another important point:leading industry specialists attending international exhibitions help to develop Azerbaijan’s reputation as a centre for business communication and improve its image.
This is why the exhibition and conference business definitely contributes to economic development and has a significant role to play in introducing innovations to local production and
in developing international links.
Q.: Are you planning on holding any exhibitions
outside Azerbaijan?
A.: As you know, Azerbaijan has always
been a centre for business in the Caucasus,
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ket and the exhibition has matured, it has a
framework and we are planning to develop it in
the future.
Q.: Could you please outline three main objectives for the company in the near future? As an expert, what do you expect from the exhibition market
in Azerbaijan?
A.: Our global objective is to develop the
exhibition market in Azerbaijan. To do this we
are planning firstly to develop the exhibitions
already in our portfolio. Moreover, the development not only of the quantity – more exhibitors and metres - but also the quality.
Secondly, to place more emphasis on the
exhibitions’ business programmes. We are already planning a series of conferences for the
autumn, which will take place as part of BIHE
and BakuBuild.
Thirdly, as I mentioned earlier, studying the
market and developing new exhibition topics.
I would also like to mention that we are
continuing our work on attracting foreign national stands to the Azerbaijan exhibitions. This
a key element of our work. ITE Group’s international offices in the UK, Poland, Germany,
Turkey, Italy, China, and theUAE are actively
trying to attract international companies to the
Azerbaijan exhibitions.
Regarding the future of the exhibition
business, I have always believed that the exhibitionis the best way to establish strong business links. In this age of digital technology
and lack of ‘live communication’, exhibitions
present a unique opportunity to meet future
partners face to face, to see innovations for
the first time, for small companies to present
themselves on an equal footing with big ones,
and much more. In short, exhibitions are opportunities. Each company must work out
how to use them. I can talk about the
prospects of the exhibition business in
Azerbaijan also thanks to our high level of
mutual understanding with all interested bodies and organisations in the country. I would
like to use the opportunity to thank all departmental ministries and other supporting
bodies and companies in Azerbaijan, international organisations, all our partners, and the
management of Baku Expo Centre for their
help and support for our activities. See you at
the exhibitions!

but it is now a centre for exhibitions. We are
supporting this strategy, creating effective
and successful tools for communication, finding clients and developing business here in
Baku. I’d like to emphasise that large specialised exhibitions are vibrant events not only
for Azerbaijan, but for the whole region. It is
not only entrepreneurs looking to work with
Azerbaijani companies, but those using the exhibitions in Baku as a starting point for entering other markets neighbouring Azerbaijan.
Therefore, at this point, we are concentrating
on holding our main exhibition in Baku and are
not planning to hold any exhibitions outside of
the capital.
Q.: Which exhibitions are planned for autumn
2015 and do you have any new projects?
A.: We are planning seven exhibitions for
the autumn. Among them are healthcare exhibition BIHE, building exhibition BakuBuild and
telecommunications exhibition BakuTel, which
all celebrated their 20th anniversary last year.
Beauty Azerbaijan, the beauty and cosmetic
medicine exhibition will also take place, as well
as dentistry exhibition Stomatology Azerbaijan,
CIPS security exhibition, and heating, ventilation
and air conditioning exhibition Aqua-Therm
Baku. Over the years, these exhibitions have
earned their positions as leaders in the Caspian
region and have become the traditional meeting places for professionals, attracting a large
number of exhibitors and visitors. You can view
our full calendar on our website www.iteca.az.
We are also very active on social media and
you can get all the information there.
Q.: Are you planning any new exhibition subjects?
A.: As you can see, we have a large exhibition portfolio, but we are not stopping there.
But to launch an exhibition in a new area we
need to be clear on the structure of the market and be able to foresee the development of
this sector in the future. Therefore, we closely
monitor the growth and trends of the industry.
When we see a dynamically developing sector,
offering interest for potential exhibitors and
visitors, then we try to organise an exhibition.
For example, this happened with the international Road Infrastructure and Public Transport
exhibition, which celebrated its fifth anniversary in May. We saw the prospects of the mar43
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